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Introduction
If you’ve read our Guide To

Successful Real Estate

Investing In Japan, you’ve

already gained a good general

understanding of the benefits

of real estate investing in

Japan and we assume that,

with this guide, you want to

take your interest further. 

There are many fantastic cities

in Japan and we want to help

you pick the right ones for your

property portfolio by

presenting this list of Top cities

to invest in Japan and why -

each location has its own

distinctive characteristics that

could make it the perfect

destination for your

investment.



Nagoya has grown into one of the three major Japanese metropolitan regions. As the

manufacturing hub of Japan, it accounts for approximately 40% of the production of

automobiles, machine tools and aircraft parts. Its GDP ranks 18th when compared to the other

nations of the world (it’s placed ahead of Sweden and Belgium for instance) and as a dynamic

economic force, it attracts both domestic and foreign investors: foreign-affiliated companies

number more than 450, while Toyota, Honda, Suzuki, Mitsubishi Motors, Panasonic, Toshiba and

Yamaha are just a few of the national brands present in the area. 

 

Located in the central part of Japan, Nagoya can be easily accessed to through transportation by

air, sea or land, moreover, a new Shinkansen Mavlev line that connects Tokyo to Nagoya will be

completed by 2027, reducing the distance between the two cities to 40 minutes. 

The city is also regarded as a more affordable alternative to Tokyo and Osaka, while there are still

many services provided to foreign residents - courses, consulting sessions, assistance in

bureaucratic procedures,… - to facilitate integration and support the thriving foreign community.

Geographically, according to a statistics from Japanese seismic intensity rates, the earthquake

rate is also lower than compared to other major prefectures. 

 

 

Nagoya’s real estate market is ideal if you are looking for properties lower in price, yet often more

spacious, while still enjoying the benefits of investing in a flourishing metropolitan area.  

Nagoya



Fukuoka’s proximity to other countries in East Asia

makes it a very strategic point and crossroad in western

Japan. There are in fact over 400 foreign enterprises

established within the prefecture, most of which are

from North America and Europe (with a growing

percentage of investments from China and South Korea)

and the increasing number of visitors from abroad

continues to hit record high digits since 2011. Foreign

enterprises and residents in particular, are eligible to

multiple incentives and subsidies for their investments

and life in Japan. 

 

Fukuoka is also the Japanese city with the most growth

potential when considering their active targeting of

start-ups, urban development and accessibility. One

example is the Tenjin Big Bang project- started in 2015-

that aims to redevelop 30 old buildings in the next 10

years and turn Fukuoka into a core city in Asia. 

 

 

Fukuoka

The market is dynamic yet solid: Fukuoka has strong ties

with well-established firms in the expanding Asian

economy and its GDP is comparable to that of a

medium-sized country; similar in size to Ireland while

surpassing the Czech Republic. 

The population is ranked No.1 amongst other

metropolises for the growth rate of young people and a

survey conducted by the municipal authority shows an

undeniably assuring consensus when it comes to the

positive impression of the city and its quality of life. 

 

All of these elements are contributing to Fukuoka’s

image as an attractive and prolific  destination for

business investments and real estate. With a more

relaxed lifestyle and efficient local/international transport

connections, the rent here is estimated to be 50% lower

than Tokyo, although a consistent increase has to be

taken into consideration due to high demands of rental

units from younger generations. 



Sapporo is the capital of Hokkaido and its

largest city, gathering more than 70% of the

visitors coming to the island. Considered as

the economic hub of Northern Japan and

the core of Hokkaido’s culture, arts,

education, government and industry,

Sapporo is advantageous for its low-cost

office rent, high education standards and

wealth of talent. 

Surrounded by untarnished nature, the city

has an extensive number of parks and

tourist attractions, being recognized as an

international ski destination and the first

city in Asia to have hosted the Winter

Olympic Games in 1972. 

Access is made easy through the New

Chitose Airport which is well linked to

national and international destinations

while the cityscape is gradually changing to

bring further enhancement of the

transportation network within the city (one

example being the Hokkaido Shinkansen

line between Tokyo and Sapporo expected

by 2030). 

 

Sapporo
Sapporo’s strength lies in the

advancement of business process

outsourcing centers, IT and other digital

content companies, while the integration

of nature and urban functions provides a

safe and entertaining life quality index for

the residents. The economic outlook has

been strengthening since 2016 with

consumption and sales in department

stores and supermarkets store directed

upward. The population of the city is also

increasing thanks to urbanization

whereas international arrivals of tourists

in Sapporo has registered a 20-40% y-o-y

growth almost every month in 2018.    

 

In addition, the low risk of natural

disasters enables more business growth

and the many incentives focused on the

development of commercial industries-

along with tailored follow-up projects-

contributes to the stability of newly

located companies in the city. 

 



Chiba
Chiba’s Prefecture is located on the east coast of the Honshu

Island, facing the Pacific Ocean. It’s a gateway for local and

international visitors who are coming though the Narita

International Airport and is home to the Tokyo Disneyland

Resort. The area is surrounded by abundant nature and has a

strategic location that is easily accessible from Tokyo. As

future host of some of the competitions from the 2020

Olympics and Paralympics Games, Chiba has helped boost

the reputation and economy of the whole region. 

Its port enjoys one the largest volume of freight handled in

Japan, while the the agricultural output is placed among the

top of the nation, thanks to the mild climate and the fertile

soils of the prefecture. Fishing is also another significant

industry, with a rich variety of seafood from both the Pacific

Ocean and the Tokyo Bay area that makes up for hundreds

of thousands of tons in catches per year. 

 

Chiba’s properties are affordable when compared to other

metropolises; there is more land availability than larger

cities and the transportation system makes it very easy to

commute to the neighbouring areas and central Tokyo. It is

a place where nature and the industries of globalization

coexist harmoniously and efficiently. 

International passenger traffic is high: Narita Airport

accounts for about 60% of inbound visitors with hotel

occupancy rates ranking 3rd place in the country after Osaka

and Tokyo. 



Kyoto

The ancient capital of Japan is rich in historical legacies.
Immersed in nature, it has a great selection of universities
and manufacturing companies that combine traditional
expertise with innovative technology. Being home to 37
institutions of higher education makes Kyoto one of the
academic centers of Japan. 
 
Kyoto is appreciated for its relaxed lifestyle and central role
in preserving Japanese culture, religion and history: most of
the ancient buildings are still intact despite the world wars
and urbanization, with about 711 buildings considered
‘national treasures’ or important cultural properties. 
Unique Kyoto-style craftsmanship and arts increasingly
attract millions of tourists who are at the base of Kyoto’s
economy, looking to experience a more traditional side of
Japan with the comforts of the present age. On the other
hand, the city is aiming to gain more exposure in the IT
industry; one example is Nintendo whose headquarters are
based in Kyoto, without disrupting the harmony with its
past heritage. 
 
The demand for real estate properties in Kyoto is high-
especially from overseas investors, as it is seen as an
appealing alternative to other key destinations in Japan,
whilst continuing to lead the charge in the Japanese
tourism boom. 
 



Osaka

Osaka plays a primary role

both as the city and prefecture

representing Kansai in the

expansion of Japanese

economy. It is the second

largest city in Japan, a magnet

for tourism whose spending

index alone cashed over 10

billion USD just in 2017,

according to the Osaka

Convention and Tourism

Bureau. International access is

made easy by sky -from the

Kansai International airport-

and by sea through the port; a

major gateway for trade and

cruise ships conveniently

located close to cities like

Nara, Kyoto and Kobe,

allowing visitors to take easy

one day trips to further

experience western Japan. 

Osaka is also known as the “nation’s kitchen”,

hometown to many iconic Japanese dishes

and master of the street food culture.

Pervaded by spirited local vibes, Osaka is an

appealing alternative to Tokyo for business

and entertainment alike. 

The continuous expansion and relevance of

the city lead to high demands in the real

estate industry as well: spaces in new

buildings are being acquired shortly after

completion, driving investment rates to a

35% increase between 2016 and 2017 in

commercial assets with growing interests

from overseas investors who are looking for

profits in the regional areas of Japan. 

The prefecture of the same name

has a GDP comparable to Thailand,

which also equals to about 8% of

Japan’s GDP, and skilled

manufacturers in different industries

such as pharmaceutical, food &

beverages, electronics, construction,

chemicals, are partnering up with

world-class companies to create a

vibrant business environment that

attracts over 3 million workers

everyday from the neighboring

municipalities. 
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As the capital of Japan, Tokyo needs no introduction. It has

gained tremendous fame by reaching the top of the

international podium as a economic superpower, the largest city

in terms of population and GDP and for introducing

groundbreaking technology to the world. Tokyo is a city bursting

with energy and eccentricity where the sightseeing locations

and cultural activities are endless. It is the place where

businesses cultivate their success and new ideas are introduced

to the world. Tokyo is home to a large concentration of

corporate headquarters, however most of the business

establishments in the area are small to medium sized

companies with high productivity and advanced new

technologies. 

 

Throughout history, Japan’s capital has been able to recover

from the consequences of war, natural disasters and economic

crisis, redefining itself as one of the safest and most adored cities

of the world. There are over 75% of foreign-affiliated companies

in Tokyo and the number of Fortune Global 500 companies

headquarters ranks 2nd place worldwide. 

If Tokyo were a country, its GDP would place 14th amongst other

countries, ahead of Mexico and Indonesia. 

 

Tourism inbound rates are breaking records almost every year,

with an estimated 40 million people visiting the city in 2020.

Increasing requests for tourist accommodations and lack of

available land to build on has led to high occupancy rates and

strong land prices, but to those who can afford it, Tokyo offers

enormous investment possibilities. 
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-Nomura Research Institute 
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-Fukuoka City Website 

-Fukuoka REIT 

-City of Sapporo Website 

-Osaka Convention and Tourism Bureau 

-Osaka International Business Promotion Center 

-Chiba Prefecture Government 

-Tokyo Metropolitan Government 

-Kyoto Foreign Investment Committee 

-Kyoto Prefecture Website



Got questions?

Contact Us  

sales@housekey.jp 

 

or call +81 03 6277 8135 

MON-FRI 9am to 6pm

.jp

ハウスキー株式会社 
〒107-0052 

東京都港区⾚坂７丁⽬９−４ 
梅沢ビル５F 


